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Abstract
Inherited heart rhythm disorders (IHRD) are uncommon conditions that are often not detected until the tragic sudden
unexpected death (SUD) of a seemingly healthy young individual. These conditions include Long QT Syndrome (LQTS),
Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy (ARVC), Catecholaminergic Polymorphic Ventricular Tachycardia
(CPVT), and Brugada Syndrome. Due to their rarity and wide variety of presentations, IHRD are often not suspected and,
even when they are considered, can be difficult to diagnose. As a result, many people are left undiagnosed, with a potential
“time bomb” ticking with every heartbeat. In early 2013, the British Columbia Inherited Arrhythmia Program (BC IAP)
was launched by a team of adult and pediatric electrophysiologists, medical geneticists, genetic counselors, clinical and
research nurses, and other health professionals. Unfortunately, warning signs of IHRD may be subtle, missed or
nonexistent, and thus cardiac arrest or SUD is often the reason for referral to the BC IAP. In an effort to increase awareness
and prevent SUD, the BC IAP provides clinical consultation and genetic counseling to index cases (probands) and their
families. The comprehensive, multidisciplinary program specializes in the diagnosis, management, and innovative
research of IHRD. Here, the proband and their family are supported through the process of diagnostic testing that screens
each first degree family member and helps find answers, reveals potential inherited arrhythmia conditions, and potentially
plays a crucial role in future research of these rare and incompletely defined conditions.
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Brief summary
Although uncommon, inherited heart rhythm disorders (IHRD) can result in sudden death in apparently healthy young
people and prove to be a difficult diagnosis for physicians to make. The British Columbia Inherited Arrhythmia Program
(BC IAP) combines experts in cardiac electrophysiology and genetics to determine the correct diagnosis and treatment,
while providing support and appropriate screening for families affected by these conditions.
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Objectives
The purpose of this review is to:
1) Outline the clinical presentation of the inherited heart rhythm disorders (IHRDs), and the use of clinical history
including family history, along with diagnostic testing to detect IHRDs
2) Briefly discuss the individual underlying conditions, with a focus on specific diagnostic and therapeutic
considerations
3) Outline the process of formulation of a regional expert program in IHRD recognition and management

Background
IHRD are a group of relatively uncommon conditions that lead to familial fainting, cardiac arrest and sudden death. Many
physicians are unfamiliar with the IHRDs due to their relative rarity, a lack of emphasis in medical education, and a lack of
general medical awareness [1]. However, these familial conditions can result in sudden unexplained death (SUD) in
seemingly healthy children or young adults. This group of conditions includes primary electrical diseases that predominantly affect cardiac repolarization, and uncommon “mechanical” diseases that affect cardiac muscle. In British
Columbia alone, it is estimated that 7,000 individuals are at risk and up to 45 will suddenly die each year due to IHRD.
Most importantly, the majority of these deaths can be effectively and inexpensively prevented if the underlying condition
is diagnosed. However, the varying presentations and relative scarcity of such disorders can serve as a diagnostic
challenge and thus a correct and definitive diagnosis can be difficult. It is critical to identify and appropriately manage
these disorders; if left unrecognized and untreated, arrhythmias can lead to cardiac arrest and SUD.
Although young adults often believe they are invincible to the world’s harm, IHRD contradict this notion. In fact, these
conditions are most common in adolescents and young adults. Whether this predilection is due to developmental, physical,
or other factors is incompletely understood. Nevertheless, the false perception of invincibility can change in the blink of an
eye. Many arrhythmogenic events occur without warning, ranging from syncope (fainting) to sudden death.

Diagnostic considerations and issues
IHRD are relatively new to the clinical scene; though they have been around for decades, much of what we know has been
discovered in the last 30 years. Most physicians are not familiar with the subtle diagnostic signs on the patient’s electrocardiogram (ECG), and often attribute potential warning symptoms (fainting, dizziness) to more common ailments such as
vasovagal syncope (the common faint), epilepsy, or puberty. Specifically, most physicians, including many cardiologists,
have difficulty accurately assessing the QT interval, hence a sudden collapse caused by Long QT Syndrome (LQTS) may
be misdiagnosed as epilepsy in children [2]. Both conditions can present as episodic loss of consciousness, sometimes
triggered by sudden, startling noises; epilepsy is more than ten times as prevalent as LQTS [3, 4]. However, with proper and
informed consultation, elements such as a family history of sudden death, bystander history of collapse followed by
apparent seizure activity and potentially concerning ECG findings can distinguish LQTS from epilepsy.

The Electrocardiogram (ECG)
The ECG is a cardiologist’s simplest and most accessible tool to visualize alterations in the heart’s electrical system
suggestive of a specific IHRD. Each category of IHRD can display slightly different abnormalities in the heart’s electrical
activity, as described in Table 1 [3-5]. LQTS is most commonly characterized by a prolonged QT interval caused by an
abnormal decrease in potassium channel function or rarely, an increase in sodium channel function. This categorizes
LQTS as an intracardiac ion “channelopathy” as the sodium and potassium currents responsible for the cardiac action
potential captured on the electrocardiogram (ECG) are abnormal. The resulting loss of function of potassium efflux or gain
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of function of sodium influx leads to prolonged repolarization of the ventricles. Consequently, the heart’s electrical
balance takes longer to reset, potentially resulting in spontaneous early after depolarizations, leading to the hallmark
arrhythmia torsade de pointes, a type of ventricular tachycardia.
Table 1. A summary of the electrical abnormalities and biochemical causes found in inherited arrhythmias
Inherited
Arrhythmia

Electrical Abnormality

Cellular Mechanism

Circumstances of Symptoms

LQTS

Prolonged repolarization (QT interval)

Loss of K+ channel function
Gain of Na+ channel function

Sudden noises, exercise,
swimming, QT prolonging drugs

Loss of integrity of cardiac
desmosomes

No typical trigger, occasionally
exercise

Ca++ overload inside the
cardiac cell

Exercise or stress

Na+ channelopathy

Rest or sleep

ARVC

CPVT

Brugada

Inverted T waves in the anterior
precordial leads
Prolonged depolarization
epsilon waves
Irregular polymorphic ventricular
tachycardia
ST elevation in the anterior precordial
leads, especially with high precordial
leads

Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy (ARVC) mainly affects the right ventricle and is associated with
several ECG abnormalities, including inverted T waves and prolonged depolarization, as well as structural changes in the
cardiac muscle. ARVC disrupts the cardiac cell connections (called desmosomes), part of the complex apparatus that holds
the heart cells together to ensure proper propagation of the electrical signal and contractility. The clinical events associated
with this disorder may occur during exercise, particularly in young males [6].
Due to their catecholaminergic nature, Catecholaminergic Polymorphic Ventricular Tachycardia (CPVT) provoked
arrhythmias usually require exercise or emotional stress to be induced and cause a rapid ventricular arrhythmia, which can
result in SUD. The majority of Catecholaminergic Polymorphic Ventricular Tachycardia (CPVT) cases are caused by
abnormalities in calcium handling, also categorizing this disorder as an ion channelopathy. Around 60% of CPVT is due to
mutations in the transmembrane ryanodine receptor which serves as a calcium channel; this large and complex structure is
encoded by the RyR2 gene.
Finally, Brugada syndrome is a disorder of failed depolarization, most often attributed to reduced sodium current [5].
Recent evidence suggests that it is considerably more complex than this simple loss of function explanation. The ECG
finding alone is called Brugada pattern, and when combined with symptoms is called Brugada Syndrome. There are three
types of Brugada patterns: the type 1 pattern, whether spontaneous or provoked by a sodium channel blocker, is the only
one of clinical concern. Type 2 is the most common and Type 3 has not been shown to significantly increase cardiac risk.
Sometimes, changing the position of the precordial ECG leads to 1 or 2 intercostal spaces higher is required to detect one
of these patterns. Brugada syndrome is more common in males and Asians, usually manifesting as syncope, seizures or
SUD during sleep or rest in young males.
The diagnosis of IHRDs is often straightforward in overtly affected individuals, but much more challenging in the majority
of cases because of variable penetrance (the extent to which individuals with the same genotype display the same
phenotype) and expressivity (variations in the phenotype with the same or similar mutations). In simple terms, rare but
dramatic arrhythmias occur in an individual as a “perfect storm” when the coincidence of genetic susceptibility,
environmental factors and a trigger such as exercise or a loud noise lead to life-threatening arrhythmia. Outside of this
immediate period, the patient often has much less compelling evidence of disease, making a clear diagnostic signature less
than obvious. Thus the majority of the IHRDs are approached with a broad spectrum of testing to detect clinical and
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genetic evidence of disease, or provocation is conducted to unmask the diagnosis with maneuvers such as exercise testing
or cardiac monitoring.
Although it is currently the simplest and most accessible diagnostic test, the ECG is not always an ideal screening tool.
Not all genetically affected individuals harbor clinical abnormalities (phenotype), and some cases show only sporadic
diagnostic changes on an ECG. Because symptoms can vary with time, a range of ECGs is often useful to detect
abnormalities that may be transient [1]. A resting ECG creates a snapshot of the heart’s electrical activity; low-voltage
abnormalities are often corrected and attributed to the normal variance of the heart. A signal averaged ECG (signal
averaged ECG) combines electrical data from around 400 heartbeats: this technique can reveal small abnormalities in the
electrical signal that would be overlooked on a normal ECG [7, 8]. The most prominent diagnostic issue arises in patients
who do not harbor symptoms or a history of cardiac events, and have subtle or transient ECG abnormalities. Thus, the
importance of proper awareness and education of the clinical staff is imperative. Additional testing that is often considered
in patients at risk includes exercise testing, ambulatory monitoring, cardiac ultrasound (echocardiography), cardiac MRI
and drug challenge (procainamide or epinephrine infusion) [8].

Genetic considerations
Most IHRD are inherited in an autosomal manner, caused by mutations, or “typos”, in specific areas of the DNA code
(genes). A new mutation can occur in any generation, and can be passed from parent to child. IHRD are typically
transmitted in an autosomal dominant fashion, meaning only one copy of an altered or “mutated” gene is required to result
in the condition predisposing to cardiac arrest or sudden death. Therefore, an affected individual has a 50% chance of
passing on the genetic predisposition to the specific IHRD to each of his or her children. However, of two family members
with an identical genetic mutation, one may present a phenotype including symptoms while another may be asymptomatic
with much less evidence that they are affected [9, 10]. This is due to phenomena called reduced penetrance and variable
expressivity. Reduced penetrance means that not every patient with a known pathogenic mutation shows features of the
disease. Variable expressivity refers to the wide range and combinations of sign and symptoms seen in patients with
IHRD.
With recent genetic sequencing advances and the familial nature of these conditions, genetic testing commonly plays a
large role in the diagnosis of IHRD. As tempting as it can be to genetically test every potential IHRD patient, there are still
a number of drawbacks to be considered. Besides the substantial financial limitation (testing costs around $3000 for the
proband), there are social, psychological, and scientific considerations. Social concerns stem from insurance and
employment discrimination; the tested individual may be unable to obtain life insurance or pursue certain careers. This is
also true for clinical cardiac testing, and asymptomatic family members should be aware of this potential before
undergoing genetic screening. Compounded with the variable penetrance and expressivity of these conditions, asymptomatic mutation carriers may be unnecessarily discriminated against. The alternative perspective includes confirmation
one does not carry the family mutation, which may have a positive effect on insurance eligibility. The psychosocial burden
of living with a gene mutation predisposing to sudden death also needs to be considered before genetic testing. Families
are commonly referred only after a tragic death, and although there is no control over which copy of a gene is passed on to
a child, a parent may feel immense guilt if found to have the mutation identified in the deceased. Finally, there is also a
substantial scientific limitation as only a modest proportion of patients will harbor a disease-causing mutation (5-75%
based on underlying condition) [11-13]. In addition, a genetic test may reveal a disease-causing mutation, a variant of
unknown significance (VUS) (a “maybe” mutation), or no known mutation. These VUS may represent a minor difference
in one’s genes leading to individuality; however, they could also be the explanation for an IHRD. Patients, particularly
those undergoing predictive or presymptomatic testing, should consider whether they wish to accept awareness of what
lies within their genes before delving into genetic testing. However, unlike many other genetic disease models for
presymptomatic testing where no treatment is available [14], the recognition of a ‘predisposition to’ an IHRD may allow for
preventative treatment, such as avoidance of QT prolonging drugs and the use of beta blockers in LQTS1 [15].
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The BC
B Inher
rited Arr
rhythmiia Progrram
Since its in
nception in earlly 2013, the BC
C IAP’s missio
on has been to provide state--of-the-art caree for families aaffected by
heart rhyth
hm conditions through
t
partnerrships, innovattion, and advoccacy. Often a trragedy is the ccatalyst for refeerral to the
BC IAP. Th
he sudden unex
xpected death of
o a loved one can subject thee bereaved to aan overwhelmiing reaction of shock and
grief, regarrdless of the cirrcumstance. In the case of IHR
RD, this loved oone is typicallyy young and seeemingly healthhy, making
the loss mo
ore difficult forr the entire fam
mily. Due to the familial naturee of these condditions, the BC IAP commonlly assesses
patients thrrough a family
y-based approaach, naturally creating
c
a suppport system forr each person within the fam
mily. Once
referred, th
he comprehensiive BC IAP teaam can supportt families makiing decisions aaround genetic testing, diagnoostics, and
treatment options
o
(see Fig
gure 1).

Figu
ure 1. Organizaational chart fo
or the BC Inherrited Arrhythm
mia Program teaam.
In the even
nt of a sudden unexplained
u
carrdiac arrest or a SUD, it is impportant for both
th the proband aand first-degreee relatives
to be evalu
uated. First-deg
gree relatives sh
hould also be tested
t
for potenntial warning ssigns that may have been unddetected in
the deceassed following sudden cardiaac death. Thiss process of aassessing firstt-degree relativves of clinically and/or
genetically
y affected individuals is called
d cascade screen
ning. Hence, a holistic familiial approach muust be taken to ensure the
safety and protection
p
from
m SUD for all family
f
members [16].
Once referrred, a compreehensive perso
onal and familly history is ddiscussed withh each new paatient to help focus the
investigatio
on [12, 17]. The personal
p
history
y can reveal potential warningg signs that maay be relevant to a potential IH
HRD, such
as syncopee, crib deaths (S
SIDS) or frequ
uent miscarriag
ges. A thoroughh family historry is vital to brring together thhe varying
presentatio
ons of these con
nditions and gaain guiding kno
owledge of preevious family m
members’ cardiac events and//or deaths.
For example, a patient with an aunt wh
ho died in a sin
ngle motor vehiicle accident, aand a stillborn sibling may never piece
together th
hat a familial co
ondition may tie
t these events together. Thiis information is then combinned with the reesults of a
resting ECG, exercise test, ambulatory
y monitor and/o
or SAECG to find electricall clues, and auutopsy details ((if any) to
create a working diagnosis. Once a prreliminary diag
gnosis is estabblished, furtherr specific testss can be adminnistered to
attempt to confirm
c
the diaagnosis (see Fiigure 2). Exercise tests and eppinephrine infuusion challengees can serve to potentiate
prolonged QT
Q segments and
a confirm LQ
QTS. Structurall abnormalitiess can be investiigated with an echocardiogram
m or MRI,
useful to diiagnose ARVC
C and other cardiomyopathiess, but are usuallly normal in ioon channel-patthies. Provocatiive testing
with procaainamide can unmask
u
the Brrugada pattern and thus assi st with the deetermination off the risk and necessary
treatment (see Figure 3).
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Figure
F
2. Initiall clinical manaagement schem
me for Inheritedd Heart Rhythm
m Disorders (IH
HRD) [5]

Figure
F
3. An overview
o
of Bru
ugada Syndrom
me diagnosis annd care
A
Another comm
mon hurdle chaallenge in the assessment
a
of families
f
after thhe SUD of theeir loved one reegards the deceedent’s
aautopsy. In most
m
jurisdiction
ns, an autopsy
y is either man
ndatory or stroongly recomm
mended if deathh is unexplainned [13].
P
Preliminary results may or may
m not be com
mmunicated to the
t family and final results arre typically nott available for sseveral
m
months. For th
hose with IHRD
Ds, the autopsy
y typically hass no identified cause of deathh, and subtle eevidence of struuctural
aabnormalities that
t suggest AR
RVC may requ
uire the expertisse of a cardiac ppathologist to ccorrectly diagnnose. Since the hheart’s
eelectrical systeem ceases to fu
unction with deeath, there can be
b no forensic inspection of tthe electrical system to speakk of, so
ggenetic tools arre needed to prrovide insight. If
I a disease cau
using mutation is found (25%--40% of cases)), direct testing can be
ooffered to fam
mily members. As
A ideal and siimple as this siituation soundss, unfortunatelly it is not yet tthe standard prrocess.
E
Even if a diseaase causing mu
utation is poteentially presentt, post mortem
m samples are nnot routinely ssecured and addequate
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DNA may not be available for testing following the autopsy. Furthermore, given the patient is deceased, it is often unclear
as to whose insurance should pay the costly bill for testing. Given universal health care in Canada, and the substantial
effect on living members of the family, the BC IAP is committed to increasing awareness around the clinical utility of
preserving such samples, and pursing testing to confirm a disease causing mutation for those family members who remain
at risk.
Detailed discussion of the therapies for IHRD is beyond the scope of this review. Once an initial diagnosis is arrived at,
treatment options are discussed with families. Lifestyle advice including exercise advice, drugs to avoid and reporting of
symptoms are universal education points. Generally, patients diagnosed with adrenergically mediated conditions (CPVT
or LQTS) are given daily doses of beta-blockers which act to prevent sudden changes in heart rate. These drugs prevent
abrupt heart rate acceleration, and thus prophylactically prevent life-threatening arrhythmias. However, beta-blockers are
a treatment, not a cure; drug non-compliance is one of the recognized contributing factors in that perfect storm [15]. Cardiac
arrest survivors are generally offered an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). This device provides life-saving
defibrillation when ventricular arrhythmias occur, but do have downfalls. The implantation is an invasive surgery, ICDs
can produce inappropriate shocks, and currently, need to be replaced every 6-10 years.
Depending on the diagnosis, certain prescription and over-the-counter drugs, co-morbidities, and activities should also be
avoided; extensive lists are available online at www.brugadadrugs.org and www.qtdrugs.org. Brugada symptoms can be
exacerbated by fever, so all patients are encouraged to aggressively treat fever with acetaminophen. Exercise recommenddations are controversial but important points for personal and family discussions – the physical and mental benefits of
exercise are known, but it may exacerbate the effects of conditions such as ARVC, LQTS and CPVT. Fortunately, the BC
IAP can provide guidance, support, and care for families diagnosed with inherited arrhythmias who have questions
regarding sports and physical activity.

Research at the BC Inherited Arrhythmia Program
Research drives improvements in health care. IHRD are complex and many questions remain about the diagnosis and
management. These conditions have historically been the template for “bench to bedside” research: What causes two
family members with the same genotype (specific DNA sequence) to have at times dramatically different phenotypes
(clinical presentation of the genetic condition)? Beyond simple single gene explanations, how do our many other genetic
contributors influence risk for patients? Like so many paroxysmal diseases, what are the temporal factors that make the
“lightning strike” when it does? What are the best techniques for enhancing family communication of important and
potentially life-threatening information? What is the best method for educating health care professionals to enhance
awareness and thus preventive efforts in IHRDs? Are there more categories of conditions that are currently being
misdiagnosed? Are there certain symptoms that infer a greater predisposition to cardiac arrest and death than others?
Currently, only a few mutations have confirmed functional data to help us understand their effect on the heart’s electrical
system, limiting genetic testing’s sensitivity and accuracy. Beta-blockers are typically effective as outlined above, but
there is no established beneficial drug therapy for ARVC or Brugada Syndrome. Modern treatment measures can also fail
as patients may be unresponsive to beta-blockers and complications can arise from ICDs. These limitations of care drive
research initiatives to discover improved diagnosis and therapy for IHRDs, and better understand the genetic contributors.
The British Columbia Inherited Arrhythmia Research Team is an interdisciplinary group that includes clinical staff and
patient/family advisory representation. Currently, each patient seen at the BC IAP is invited to participate in the BC
Inherited Arrhythmia Research Registry and Bio Bank and provide permission to contact for future research. The BC
Inherited Arrhythmia Research Registry and Bio Bank is an ongoing confidential provincial database of de-identified
demographic and clinical information paired with frozen plasma, RNA and DNA. The physician team of the BC IAP (Drs.
Krahn, Sanatani and Arbour) and the University of British Columbia Inherited Arrhythmia Research Group lead
provincial and national registries and bio banks: CASPER (Cardiac Arrest Survivors with Preserved Ejection Fraction
Registry) and the Canadian National Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy (ARVC) Registry [14]. Firstly,
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the CASPER database and bio bank includes data of cardiac arrest survivors and their family members across Canada.
Since 2005, this registry has been collecting data on patients who lack a known cause of their own or their family
member’s cardiac arrest or sudden death. Secondly, the Canadian National ARVC Registry and Bio Bank is the first of
several planned condition-specific registries. This database gathers data paired with biobanked specimens from Canadians
with confirmed or suggested ARVC and their first-degree family members. A proposed Canadian National Long QT
Syndrome Registry and Bio Bank will provide much needed data and bio specimens to drive research specific for those
affected with LQTS.
All of these registries are imperative tools for future research as they pool patients with rare conditions, allowing large
enough sample sizes for data analysis and the outcome of significant results with the potential impact to improve patient
care and reduce mortality. Furthermore, the large collection of data from these registries provides a diverse spectrum of
probands (index case that is first identified in a family) and first-degree family members with varying circumstances. This
allows for a more thorough understanding of the etiology and characterization, both genetic and clinical, of IHRD. The
common goal is to create standardized diagnostic and treatment procedures for inherited arrhythmias and prevent unnecessary sudden deaths in Canada.
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